
Workspace on the go: 
Traveling 
employees



Give traveling employees  
workspaces on the go and 
chances for connection
Give employees access to the best, amenity-rich workspaces even when on the go, 
and make it easy to get work done while connecting with teammates on the spot.

“I had a much stronger bond with my team, 
especially cross-functionally, because I used 
Gable to meet with them. Otherwise, when my 
coworkers traveled, I really wouldn’t have had 
that experience.”

Gable user at Afresh
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Problem 

Employees don’t have a 
dedicated workspace  
when they’re traveling

Employees are traveling 
but have no place to  
meet local teammates

Teams don’t see managers  
or leaders often

Impact

Poor work experience  
and disruptions to workflows 
and productivity

Missed opportunities  
for interactions and  
relationship-building

Lack of connection to company 
mission and the impact of their 
work on the company

Solution

Employees book Gable spaces  
on the go so they can do their 
work wherever they are

Local teams meet in Gable  
spaces with colleagues who  
are traveling

Managers and leaders visit  
local teams to host meetings  
and presentations

Outcome

Work gets done reliably, and 
employees get a consistent 
experience while on the road

Connections are made 
easily, and team bonds  
are stronger

More mentorship opportunities 
and better alignment on vision 
and goals
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You’re in excellent company

Join other people-driven companies that provide employees 
with great workspace options on the go, and facilitate team 
bonding opportunities at the same time. 

Gable powers workspaces for teams on the go at: 

We recommend using the combination of ’s 
Team View feature and Slack integration for ease of 
booking and communicating with coworkers on the go!
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How to support traveling 
employees with Gable

1  Give your team the work environment they need 

Forget the hotel lobbies and noisy coffee shops. Let your team book high-qual-
ity flex spaces or your own offices on Gable and keep maximum productivity, 
even on the road.

2  Make it easy to meet the team 

Traveling employees love getting to know their local teammates. Nudge 
employees to use Gable’s Team View feature and join teammates’ bookings 
easily, wherever they are. 

3  Encourage team communication   

Help employees be proactive about meeting their team on the go. Encourage 
them to make the most out of Gable’s Slack integration to join existing bookings 
or coordinate a special meetup in a new city.
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See more ways to incorporate 
in-person collaboration into 
your hybrid or remote team
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https://19561032.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/19561032/Use%20Case%20One%20Pagers/Coworking%20Days%20in%20Local%20Hubs.pdf
https://19561032.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/19561032/Use%20Case%20One%20Pagers/Prospect%20and%20Client%20Events.pdf
https://19561032.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/19561032/Use%20Case%20One%20Pagers/Onboarding.pdf
https://19561032.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/19561032/Use%20Case%20One%20Pagers/Offsite%20Get-Togethers.pdf
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